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Art has long been a tool of war.i The Victory Stele of Naram-Sin is one of countless 

examples. This stele was carved in the mid-3rd millennium BCE to celebrate the victory of 

Naram-Sin, king of the Akkadian Empire, in modern Iraq, over a tribe in the mountains of what 

is now Iran.ii [Insert Thompson- Fig 1 here] The king, colossally sized compared to the other 

human figures etched into the 6.5 foot tall stone stele, strides over the puny, prone bodies of his 

dead enemies. At the top of the stele, twinned stars representing his patron deities shining down 

on him. Ambassadors from the conquered tribe would have seen this artwork when they came to 

pay their annual tribute to the Assyrians. The stele had a clear message for these ambassadors, 

and all other representatives of the peoples conquered by the Assyrians: do not rebel. The stele 

reminded them that, even though it was onerous to pay their tribute, this pain would be nothing 

in comparison to the pain of having an Assyrian king exact a victory once more. 

The Victory Stele is not only an example of how war sometimes creates art; it is also an 

example of how war sometimes attacks it. A closer look at the stele reveals that Naram-Sin’s 

face has been hacked away. Another inscription was carved into the stele, which tells us that this 

symbolic regicide happened nearly a thousand years after the stele was carved. At this time, a 

king in what is now Iran conquered the territory that had once been ruled by Naram-Sin. This 

conquering king ordered the stele to be moved over three hundred miles to his capital city. In this 

new context, the mutilated monument communicated a new message: revenge, even if delayed 

by a thousand years, is sweet. 

The Victory Stele – or, as we might more accurately call it, the Stele of Various Victories 

– remained in Iran for another 30 centuries, until it was excavated by a French team in 1898 and 
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brought to the Louvre Museum. In its current context, standing within an encyclopedic museum, 

it has stood for a variety of ideas. One way to read it is as a masterpiece of the shared cultural 

heritage of mankind. Another way is to see it is as a lesson about the power differential between 

modern France and the Middle East, in that the Stele came to Paris but no comparable French 

masterpieces were sent to Tehran.  

The Victory Stele it is an example of what archeologists have been insisting more and 

more fervently (and seemingly more and more fruitlessly as the looting of archeological sites 

around the world accelerates): context matters.iii Where, how, by whom an object is created, 

modified, displayed, and even destroyed changes the meanings its audiences are most likely to 

receive (we are all free to imagine our own interpretations, of course, but much of the time we 

see what we are shown). But somehow, we seem willing to forget that context matters when it 

comes to digital objects. 

In the last few years, conflict in Syria and Iraq has led to heavily-publicized deliberate 

destruction of antiquities, sacred architecture, and other cultural heritage.iv There has also been 

less-publicized destruction in other simultaneous conflicts, including in Yemen, as well as 

ongoing destruction of cultural heritage as a result of urbanization, resource exploitation, or other 

causes.v The deliberate destruction of cultural heritage has long been a part of conflict. It is an 

efficient, low-risk way of lowering the enemy’s willingness to fight by attacking their sense of 

identity and purpose. At the same time, it can increase your own forces’ morale by giving them 

an opportunity to destroy something antithetical to their sense of what they are fighting for.vi  

But recently, this long tradition of destruction has been greeted with something new: a 

spate of initiatives seeking to digitize threatened or destroyed cultural heritage.vii These projects 

use either existing or newly captured photographs to develop mathematical representations of the 
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three-dimensional surface of objects or entire sites. Most of these models exist entirely digitally, 

as files that allow viewers to examine an object or site virtually. These digital models can also be 

used to direct 3D printing technologies, which create physical versions of digitized cultural 

heritage artifacts, from scale models to life-sized replicas.  

In this paper I will discuss these digital recreations generally. I do not wish to single out 

any particular project for criticism, since all those I have encountered thus far are well-

intentioned, even if problematic. My goal in this paper is to suggest principles for improvement. 

The desire to experience distant wonders is certainly nothing new. Some of the earliest 

compositions we have, from Homer to Herodotus, describe Eastern architecture, art, and other 

marvels. And in fact, the West has long been interested in precisely the project we now so often 

see described as so new and innovative – that is, in the creation of 3D models of Eastern cultural 

heritage. For example, in the late nineteenth century, the British Museum went to great expense 

to obtain plaster casts of ancient Persian monuments.viii Even before this, the newly-invented 

technology of photography was almost immediately brought to bear on the study and 

dissemination of Eastern objects. The great early photographer Roger Fenton built a glass studio 

on the roof of the British Museum in the 1850’s to photograph the ancient Near Eastern 

cuneiform tablets then arriving in the Museum.ix Fenton also experimented with stereoscopic 

views of other ancient Near Eastern artifacts in the Museum’s galleries, taking two photographs 

from lenses positioned a few inches apart; the resulting prints create the illusion of three-

dimensionality when seen in a special viewer. 

Current digital recreation projects are thus using new technologies to achieve an old goal 

of allowing people who have not traveled to a certain place to experience the cultural heritage 

found there. Such experiences can result in beneficial outcomes, as when people use various 
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technologies to learn more about times or places they would not otherwise have encountered, 

potentially forging empathetic connections with people they may otherwise think themselves 

very different from. But we have thus far not invented any technology that can be used 

exclusively for the good.  

There has been extensive analysis of the ethical problems arising from the desire to 

experience the cultural heritage produced by others.x After all, an enthusiastic appreciation, 

study, and acquisition of cultural products has been one of the recurrent appurtenances of 

colonialism. One need only think of the artifacts collected by Captain Cook, or the conquistador 

Hernan Cortes giving the spectacular feathered headdress of Moctezuma, the Aztec ruler he had 

conquered, to Charles V, ruler of the Holy Roman Empire.xi This desire to experience the 

cultural property of others has led to harms including looting, theft, smuggling, and the refusal of 

justified repatriation demands, as well as participated in the larger harms of the colonial projects 

that collecting and display have helped to justify.    

The public perception of digital recreation projects only very rarely acknowledges that 

such projects might have potential downsides.xii But we need to apply the same ethical scrutiny 

to the desire to experience the cultural property of others when this old goal appears in new, 

digital forms that we have been applying to previous expressions of the same desire. Digitization 

is not an automatic, objective, or neutral process. It requires the intervention of humans. These 

interventions, as is everything we do, are based on our biases, assumptions, hopes, and fears – 

whether conscious or unconscious. In other words, every human creation is made within a 

context, or rather, within a nesting set of contexts – individual, societal, temporal, and so on. 

Often, the features of that context are difficult for those of us who live within it to see. 

But even if we cannot precisely delineate all the messages communicated by a digital model – if 
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we cannot as easily interpret it as we can parse the messages in a nineteenth-century museum 

display – we can see some of the broad outlines.  

I have previously written about my concerns with some of the common features of digital 

models made by Americans and Western Europeans of cultural artifacts or sites destroyed during 

the current conflict in Syria and Iraq.xiii These creators overwhelmingly focus on pre-Islamic 

heritage. In reality, only a small percentage of the cultural sites that have been destroyed in the 

current conflict are pre-Islamic, while most of the destroyed cultural heritage are sacred sites 

important to contemporary religious groups, including shines, mosques, and churches.xiv  

Another way in which the models elide history is in their selective choice of time. Most 

current digital projects display, at most, the artifact as it existed at the moment before its 

destruction and the artifact as the creator of the digital model imagines that it existed when it was 

first created. This selective choice of time leaves out information about the way the object or site 

has had a lived, post-antique history – the way in which it has passed through time and had 

meanings accreted onto it. For example, Palmyra’s Temple of Bel, a popular subject of digital 

recreations, is generally shown as a Roman temple or just before its 2015 destruction. These 

choices do not acknowledge that between these two points in time the Temple became a 

Christian church, then a mosque, and then that the entire population of the modern village of 

Palmyra lived in mud-brick houses built in the temple’s courtyard until a French archeological 

expedition demolished their homes in 1929.xv   

The current trend of digital recreation projects separates cultural heritage from one 

context – the environmental, social, and political context in which these sites or artifacts 

physically existed – and recreates them in another context – that of the digital world. And this 

digital world, like any other, has messages and agendas, even if they are not immediately clear.  
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One potentially disturbing feature of the current digital recreations is their foregrounding 

of destruction. The text accompanying the recreations specifies that the sites have fallen prey to 

IS-related destruction. This focus on current destruction might provide an excuse to allow 

Westerners to restart their colonial-era project of justifying collecting art by painting its current 

owners as unsafe and uncaring. Indeed, the recent situation in Syria and Iraq has resulted in calls 

to “reduce the risk of catastrophic damage to antiquities by distributing them over many 

locations.”xvi The American Association of Art Museum Directors has recently established a 

“safe haven” provision, permitting member museums to accept endangered artifacts “until they 

can be safely returned.”xvii These protocols do not specify who is to make this determination, 

probably since it was obvious to the drafters that it would be the museums holding the objects 

rather than the countries from which they came. Given enough discretion, a temporary 

safekeeping might never end. Indeed, in violation of international law mandating the return of 

stolen cultural property, thousands of Syrian antiquities looted and smuggled out of the country 

since the conflict began remain in limbo in the countries that have seized them but either do not 

consider it safe enough to return them to Syria or do not wish to cooperate with the current 

regime by doing so.xviii If so many assumptions about the proper role of Syria vis-à-vis the 

Western world come into play when Westerners are deciding what to do with physical 

antiquities, it is hard to believe that similar assumptions do no provide some of the context 

surrounding current digital recreations. 

 Most of the current spate of digital recreations leave context unacknowledged, 

unexplored, or hidden. We would do better to remind ourselves that cultural heritage is always 

context-bound by making context-rich digital models. There are indeed numerous examples of 

such context-rich models (although not all are digital).  
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 A few come directly out of the current conflict itself. For example, Iconem, a French for-

profit startup seeking to make a name for itself in the field of large-scale digital models, 

volunteered its technology for the use of the Syrian Directorate of Antiquities, which needed 

help recording the destruction at Palmyra.xix The resulting digital models are intended for use in 

future prosecutions of the destroyers. They show the exploded Temple of Bel with the remains of 

the bombs that destroyed it and the Antiquities Museum of Palmyra, looted and filled with rubble 

from a collapsed ceiling. These models look very different than the models made by those who 

approach monuments from a predominantly aesthetic or historical point of view. Their aim is not 

to recreate missing beauty. Instead, they record the mess.  

Two further contemporary artistic recreation projects are shaped by a concern about who 

participates in digital recreations. The first is the work of the Iranian-American artist Morehshin 

Allahyari, one of the most vocal critics of Western-controlled digital recreations. In “Material 

Speculation: ISIS,” Allahyari created digital models of selected archeological artifacts destroyed 

by the Islamic State during the current conflict.xx She then produced 3D printed objects from 

these models. The final step of Allahyari’s project is to disseminate her files, allowing anyone to 

download the files necessary to 3D print the objects.xxi Her project thus offers an alternate 

proliferation of images to combat the Islamic State’s attempts to go viral with its images of 

destruction.xxii 

Allahyari thus makes the destruction of the antiquities into the beginning point of a new, 

endlessly repeatable series of creative collaborations between the artist and public communities, 

who are free to manipulate the models and put them to their own uses. Allahyari inserts memory 

cards within each object filled with images, maps, videos, and writings, from multiple sources in 

multiple languages, including English, Farsi, and Arabic. The information on these memory 
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cards is also available to download. In these data collections, staff from the Mosul Museum as 

well as other archeologists and historians in Iraq, Iran, and America offer alternate and often 

conflicting viewpoints and interpretations. Allahyari prints her objects in clear resin at a much 

reduced scale, meaning the viewer cannot mistake them for the originals. Her models are clearly 

the product of a modeler, rather than neutral representations of the past.  

Another recent attempt to de-emphasize mimetic recreation in favor of the inclusion of 

broader contexts is the 2016 “Memory Matrix” project conceived of by Azra Aksamija at 

MIT.xxiii The installation consisted of chain link fences hung with more that 20,000 plexiglass 

tiles. Each “pixel” was laser cut with a small image of a lost monuments, chosen and drawn by a 

wide range of people, from those within the MIT community to participants in workshops in 

Cairo and Syrian refugee camps in Jordan. The lost monuments they drew include a German 

synagogue destroyed during World War II and a clear-cut tree in the Amazonian forest, 

representing lost indigenous knowledge. These “pixels” coalesce into an image of Palmyra’s 

destroyed arch. The image is not very accurate, not very detailed – but it embodies a chorus of 

voices, not just one. Its lack of mimetic illusion permits or even forces viewers to arrive at their 

own interpretations of the heritage that is being evoked. 

 I am not a technophobe. Digital technologies have proven helpful to archeology in many 

(relatively) uncontroversial ways. We now have the ability to keep paperless records of 

excavations, monitor archeological sites via drones, and “restore” faded ancient paint via digital 

projections.xxiv But we always need to shape our use of technology in archelogy according to 

ethical principles, instead of using new technologies unquestioningly.xxv We have let our 

excitement about the possibility of countering destruction with digital recreations hurry us past 
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the necessity of asking ourselves the hard questions about what responsibilities we have when we 

represent cultural heritage.  

 So, what ethical principles should digital projects aim to follow in order to create context-

rich digital models? I will attempt to lay out some proposed best practices. In doing so, I am 

drawing on an extensive literature of the ethics of archeology, preservation, and display in 

general. There are even a few codes of ethics or best principles for digital cultural heritage,xxvi 

including some sections of the Council of Europe’s 2005 Framework Convention on the Value of 

Cultural Heritage for Society,xxvii the International Council on Monuments and Sites’ 2008 

Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites,xxviii and, most 

relevantly, the 2009 London Charter for the Computer-Based Visualisation of Cultural 

Heritage.xxix However, many of the principles advocated for by these conventions are not being 

put into practice by current digital recreation projects. Many are also worded so broadly that it 

remains necessary to point out specific tasks and goals that might be good ways of satisfying 

their all-encompassing principles. 

The goals I propose are those of transparency, hospitality, and dissonance. Transparency 

is a well-established good, both in preservation in general and digital visualizations in 

particular.xxx Under this view, digital recreation should have as many elements as possible based 

on facts, with any inferences or guesses clearly noted, and should make available the references 

to the sources used and explain the process used to determine which of these sources provided 

the most reliable information.  

But I wish to expand this to a more personalized concept of transparency. Our biases are 

a part of our personal as well as our social histories. Thus, I would propose that the creators of 

digital recreations should ask themselves why they chose this particular artifact or site and why 
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they are the ones who should initiate or direct or participate in this project. These answers should 

be made public, alongside the recreation itself. The motivations of a project’s funders should be 

transparent, too. Users should know who has commissioned or funded a model and for what 

purposes. Whom do the funders and makers hope will be the audience for the model, and what 

do they wish for them to see in it? 

 I am not claiming that there are right answers to these questions,xxxi or that we are even 

always capable of giving coherent or complete answers to them. But the answers to these 

questions, and even the attempts to formulate answers, can be deeply meaningful to audiences 

seeking to understand digital recreations. A model, like the Iconem model, made to  document 

destruction will be very different from one made to overcome destruction by digital recreating a 

monument as if it had never been harmed. There are other differences between recreations that 

seek to communicate new archeological discoveries, advertise a political take on a monument 

(anything from patriotic pride to nationalist agendas), advance an artistic career, fund-raise for a 

preservation campaign, or propose a physical recreation of a destroyed monument. All of these 

different goals will give different values and priorities to different aspects of the representation. 

For example, an archeologist might include data about associated burials, for example, which 

might be left out by a recreation focused more on the aesthetics of a monument.  

All these different types of recreations have their uses. I do not wish to rank them or 

claim that one is more valuable than another. What I am arguing is that any recreation would be 

more valuable to me, as viewer and user, if I can ascertain how well my own goals for 

experiencing the recreation line up with the goals of its creator. For example, I would want to 

know if a digital model does not include associated burials because there are none or because its 

makers or sponsors were not interested in them. 
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Next: the value of hospitality. As long as Westerners have travelled East to see 

antiquities, they have assumed that local populations would not be interested in what they came 

to study. Fortunately, these assumptions are much less common in recent decades, which have 

featured developments such as greater collaboration of foreign and domestic archeologists, 

educational programs for local populations, and collaboration of museums with local leaders for 

the display of sensitive artifacts such as religious items or human remains. But these advances 

are in danger of being lost. The race to preserve destroyed heritage, as well as the displacement 

of many Iraqi and Syrian heritage professionals and the populations of inhabited sites by the 

conflict itself, has meant that many current projects entirely elide modern populations’ presence, 

attachment to, and expertise about the sites.  

And so, I am advocating hospitality: the inviting into a project of a diversity of voices. 

And not just hospitality, but what some in the art world have begun describing as “radical 

hospitality.”xxxii This is the practice of assuring that your project or space are welcoming not just 

to people like you, but to people unlike you, by seeking out advice and corrections so that you 

can take down barriers to access that you did not even realize were there. A digital recreation 

project for Palmyra, for example, would increase its hospitality if its text were in Arabic and 

Kurdish as well as English.  

Hospitality also requires that using or contributing to the project does not require special 

technical knowledge (or none that could not be taught within the project itself). And since large 

portions of the world get online on mobile phones, not desktop computers, a truly hospitable 

digital project must be mobile accessible. Since significant portions of the global population can 

access the internet only rarely and expensively, a radically hospitable project might seek non-

digital contributions, like the MIT Memory Matrix project collected drawings in refugee camps. 
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And finally: I wish for digital recreations that are dissonant. This is where I break the 

most from the tradition of historic preservation, which is grounded on Riegl’s insistence, in a 

1903 manifesto, that preservation and restoration of historic monuments should be taken out of 

the hands of creative artists who “improved” monuments, corrupting them as they cared for 

them, and put instead in the hands of technicians supervised by historians, scrupulously 

preserving everything that is old and true.xxxiii  

Of course, few scholars would now admit to believing, like Riegl, that there is only one 

true version of the past. Now we are much more likely to agree with Homi Bhabha that history, 

culture, and identity are made up of the “scraps, patches and rags of daily life” as lived by 

everyone, not just the elite.xxxiv As Neil Silberman has argued, objects of cultural heritage are not 

just made of stone or clay or their other physical materials; instead, “[t]hey are made of 

meaning,” and digital models must honor those memories, those “spontaneous constellation[s] of 

facts, sights, and feelings” because if a model 

doesn’t resonate in our hearts as well as our minds and help us understand who 
we are and assist us in navigating into the murky uncertain future, it’s trivia; it’s 
entertainment; it’s a curiosity; it’s a selective representation of empirically 
observed visual attributes. But it is not heritage in the deepest and most profound 
sense of the word.xxxv  
 

Archeological insistence on the importance of engagement with a multiplicity of voices is 

nothing new.xxxvi But we seem to forget those principles when we use new technologies, 

including digitization. Many practitioners’ discussions of proper approaches to digitizing 

heritage reveal that their aim is to collect a number of different approaches or hypotheses, but 

that their ultimate goal is to compare these and choose the set of facts that is, if not Riegl’s most 

true, then a softer but still univocal goal of being the most probable. This approach was designed 

for determining core facts about a monument’s location, material, height, etc., but quickly runs 
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into problems when we move to communicating information about the interpretation or meaning 

or experience of a monument, whether in antiquity or at any point in its history.  

It is tempting, when creating a digital model, to think that our own ideas and conclusions 

really are the most reliable. We do not want to clutter up our simple, comprehensive and 

comprehensible model with other ideas. To push back on this urge, I want to remind us that what 

seems a perfect representation to us when it is new will age, often quickly and badly. Ideas, 

technologies, and styles of representation will change, so we might as well expect imperfection, 

expect for our own contributions to be outmoded, and thus focus on different priorities than 

getting everything absolutely “perfect” or “true.” 

Our general unwillingness to abandon the idea of our own authority is best seen in the 

possibilities of digital modelling and presentation that we have failed to use. Even with calls for 

multivocality in the presentation of heritage in general, we mostly stick to traditional, univocal, 

linear forms of heritage communication, such as the academic article or monograph, a 

documentary film, or the linear, directed museum exhibit where an interpretation is unfolded as 

the visitor walks from case to case.xxxvii So, too, despite the expanded possibilities of digital 

presentation, most digital models use what Tara Copplestone and Daniel Dunne identify as a 

“passive linear nodal narrative” – “a structure in which narrative sequences are set out one after 

the other in a linear, didactic fashion that audiences passively receive rather than actively 

construct or alter” and which thus “sets a power dynamic in which the creator is the sole, 

authoritative content provider and the audience is the receiver.” xxxviii A digital recreation in this 

schema might take the form of a series of webpages in which the viewer proceeds through a 

number of aspects of the recreated monument in a pre-determined order. 
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New technologies allow us to create more active presentations, in which the audience can 

make choices about how and what aspects of the narrative to experience. But, as Copplestone 

and Dunne point out, these technological possibilities are not generally pushed to a 

transformative experience. Instead, what we usually find is what they identify as a “nodal 

network structure,” where the audience can determine which narrative node to experience next, 

but “the overall relationship between nodes is not necessarily causative or contingent to the 

narrative construction.”xxxix Imagine, here, a digital recreation where the viewer can click on 

various features of the monument to receive more in-depth information. I do not follow 

Copplestone and Dunne in calling this an active presentation; rather, to me, it is a passive 

presentation that gives the illusion of active participation, since the viewer still learns only what 

the authoritative content provider wants to present.  

The most active structure Copplestone and Dunne identify is what they call the 

“multilinear nodal narrative schema,” where a participant’s decisions “determine the direction in 

which a story can unfold and potentially the ultimate ending.”xl For example – although it is 

more or less impossible to find examples of this schema in practice – a viewer might choose to 

experience Palmyra’s Temple of Bel as it would have been seen by a 2nd century CE slave, or a 

19th century resident, or a 21st century archeologist, and would come to a very different 

understanding of the site based on this choice. Multilinear projects can also add choices and 

voices in real time, such as by integrating audience contributions into an unfolding presentation.  

Multilinear projects offer many benefits. They can easily tell multiple stories instead of a 

single supposedly authoritative story about the past. Conflicting narratives and different voices 

can have their own narrative strands, instead of an uneasy co-existence within a single linear 

presentation. And digital roles are easy to switch; although within a single play-through, some 
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choices will mean that certain nodes cannot be experienced, viewers can “play” again, making 

different choices, to get to different narratives and interpretations. 

To me, the most important benefit of a multilinear presentation is that it encourages both 

creators and audiences to think about how and why narratives are made is created. Copplestone 

and Dunne praise the multilinear mode as “a structure that excels at facilitating reflexive, 

abstract, ephemeral, personal, interpretative or collaborative narratives in a way that focuses on 

the systems for heritage narratives and the systems by which the audiences’ voices can be made 

to matter.”xli In other words, it can be a structure with built-in reminders about transparency and 

hospitality. 

We cannot perfectly recreate or reproduce the past. Perfection is unobtainable. Instead, 

our reproductions should be honest about our fallibility, uncertainty, and humanity. Otherwise, 

we will end up creating digital models that function like Victory Stele – models that boasts of 

their makers’ superiority and victory over the forces of destruction instead of helping us 

remember what we have lost.  
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Abstract 

In the last few years, conflict in Syria and Iraq has led to heavily-publicized deliberate 

destruction of antiquities, sacred architecture, and other cultural heritage. In response, a spate of 

initiatives seeking to digitize threatened or destroyed cultural heritage has arisen. But while there 

has been extensive analysis of the ethical problems arising from the desire to experience the 

cultural heritage produced by others, the public perception of digital recreation projects only very 

rarely acknowledges that such projects might have potentially problematic ethics. This essay 

surveys some of these projects while proposing ethical best practices for digitization of 

threatened cultural heritage. 
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